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 Continuous Descent Arrivals (CDA)
 Leverage on GPS based RNAV/RNP and FMS
 Descend (at idle) along a higher profile without level segment
• Optimized to reduce noise, fuel burn, emissions, & flight time
 Implementation Challenges
 Aircraft trajectory variations due to operational uncertainties
 Difficult for controllers to predict and maintain separations
 Without proper decision support tools, controllers need to add arbitrarily
large buffers, reducing airport throughput
• More than 50% reduction observed in a study at Amsterdam Schiphol*
 Objectives
 Develop methodology and tools for air traffic controllers to efficiently
manage the separation for CDA





 Provide a Target Spacing at the intermediate metering point
• To assure separation minima at a high probability throughout the remainder of
the procedure without controller intervention
• Intervene only when separation violation is predicted, low probability
 Model trajectory variations – Mote Carlo simulation or radar data
 Probability based separation analysis methodology
10,000 ft












































































































































































 Factors Contributing to Aircraft Trajectory Variations
 Aircraft type – differences in dynamics and performance
 CDA descent path logic – due to difference in FMS
 Pilot technique – pilot response randomness
 Aircraft weight – due to demand and operational conditions
 Weather conditions – predominantly winds, both wind variations between
flights and forecast uncertainties
 Other factors
 Modeling Approach
 Aircraft type & FMS logic modeled as part of the aircraft simulator
 Pilot response and aircraft weight modeled random variable
 Winds:
• Nominal profiles – reflect statistical expectations
• Wind changes between consecutive flights – non-linear/non-stationary




Tool for the Analysis of Separation
And Throughput (TASAT)





































AC Type A – Type B
Minimum Feasible
Spacing, p2
AC Type B – Type A




























• Shaded areas indicate
trajectory variation
• Final spacing will 
be a probability 
distribution
• haded areas indicate
trajectory variation
• inal spacing ill 




























































































• Protect against separation
minima
• Minimum feasible











 Conditional Probability for Given Target Spacing
 Integral of minimum feasible spacing pdf from zero to the target spacing












AC Type A – Type B
Minimum Feasible
spacing, p2












 Total Probability for Traffic Distribution Subject to Target Spacing
 Weighted average of conditional probability for each traffic slice at s












AC Type A – Type B
Minimum Feasible
Spacing, p2
AC Type B – Type A










Chart Used in Flight Test






Simulation Predictions for CDA to
KSDF35L
 PDFs of Minimum Feasible Spacing at SACKO (-60.8 nm)
 Dashed vertical line – 15 nm target spacing used in flight test
• Conditional probability: integral from 0 to target spacing








































Simulation Predictions for CDA to
KSDF35L
 PDFs of Final Spacing Given 15 nm at SACKO
 Separation minima: 5 nm for B767 - B757, 4 nm for others
• Conditional probability: integral from separation minima to ∞










































Simulation Predictions for CDA to
KSDF35L
 Conditional Probability (PR) & Traffic Throughput (C)
β – final  separation buffer, E(si) – average spacing
 Ideal case
• Separation for each pair set to corresponding minimum feasible spacing
• No capacity loss, final separation buffer ~0
 15 nm target separation is close to system capacity, still yielding a
average conditional probability of 62.7% (68.2% for CDA to 17R)












B757 – B757  32.04 14.88   55.5% 31.78  0.05 
B757 – B767  37.42 11.96   99.9% 30.08  1.01 
B767 – B757  24.84 19.41   0.0% 31.78 -1.30 
B767 – B767  34.24 13.11   95.2% 30.08  0.62 





Flight Test – Ground Track
 125 CDA flights (100 to 35L, 25 to 17R)
 1 late joining
 4 laterally vectored due to spacing less than 15 nm at SACKO






Flight Test – Observed Total
Probability
 Traffic Spacings at SACKO
• Unadjusted traffic: 10 nm miles
in trail (MIT), data from regular
operations
• Adjusted traffic: 15 nm target
spacing, data from CDA flight
test
 Observed Total Probability
 60 Consecutive Flight Pairs involving CDA to both 35L and 17R
 4 laterally vectored; 3 had speed adjustment; 4 visual separation with
final spacing less than IFR separation minima (could be vectored)




































Post-Flight Test Separation Analysis
 Sample ARTS Trajectories & Minimum Feasible Spacings
 Conditional Probability Consistent with Simulation Predictions

































































 Simulation Results   
 Average Weighted Average  Flight Test Results 
CDA to 35L 62.7% 68.6%  69.9% 




Post-Flight Test Separation Analysis
 Estimated Total Probability Assuming 50-50 Traffic Mix
 Estimated using observed traffic distribution and simulated trajectories
 CDA to 35L: 53.5% for unadjusted, 79.6% for adjusted
 CDA to 17R: 58.7% for unadjusted, 85.0% for adjusted
 Total Probability Higher than Conditional Probability
 Average 79.6% vs. 62.7%, given 15 nm target spacing for 35L
 Very Close to Flight Test Result
 79.6% and 85.0% vs. observed total probability of 81.7%
Sequence  PT (SI  = 10 nm)  PTa (SI  = 15 nm) 
B757–B757   52.0%   83.6% 
B757–B767   72.1%   96.4% 
B767–B757   25.5%   45.4% 
B767–B767   64.3%   92.8% 






 Developed Tool for the Analysis of Separation And Throughput
 Model Accuracy and Utility of the Tool Verified by Flight Test
 Current Applications
 KSDF 2004 CDA flight test project; NEMA & London Gatwick in UK; LAX, and
ATL in US; several other projects in Europe and US.
 Future Directions
 Enhancing the aircraft performance model and the wind model
 Improving the pilot response delay model
 Developing a generic model of spacing in the arrival traffic stream under different
miles-in-trail restrictions
 Tradeoff analysis optimizing the target spacings for noise abatement and upper
stream traffic efficiency
 Using the separation analysis principle to solve the traffic coordination problem for
merging arrival routes (in progress)
 Time based separation analysis (being developed and tested at KATL with Delta)
